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Summary

Chinese electronic security risks are typically thought of as linked to high risk information, institutions, or

projects. Chinese data collection, both domestically and abroad, is not limited to purely high value, sensitive

directly actionable information but on broad pattern collection information data as well.  We present data from

a Chinese co�ee machine manufacturer producing smart machines that collects data on a variety of subjects

including drink production, location, payment information, and other data.  The broad collection of data

through devices with low levels of security and unclear data storage policies should raise concerns.



Introduction

Many analysts conceive of data security within a narrowly focused national security paradigm. Historically this

would mean military information or intelligence on government decision making. However, data can be

considered a dual use object capable of weaponization. The scope for dual use weaponization of data or

information expands dramatically as more devices connect to the internet. Internet of things (IOT) devices refers

to a class of devices that connect to the internet for reasons that range from software updates, processing of

payments, or diagnostics. China’s role as a major manufacturing center with devices increasingly connected to

the internet, give China outsize capability to gather a broad range of data from users globally.

Here we present the case of a Chinese co�ee machine company that makes a range of automated co�ee makers,

typically used in commercial venues as hotels, restaurants and o�ces but also with a household line, that collects

a wide range of data. Despite collecting a wide range of data on consumers and businesses, the co�ee maker

manufacturer provides no information on data storage or privacy. The company sells branded machines across

four continents and produces white label goods for other companies.1 The extensive adoption of IOT devices by

consumers and businesses illustrate a range of data privacy and security concerns, even if dealing with mundane

data. Typically thought of as limited to classi�ed information, even mundane data from co�ee makers can prove

risky in the hands of an adversarial state.

The Data

The data comes from China as part of a database from a Chinese co�ee maker company. The data includes

records of co�ee sales transactions including the type of machine used, the time of service, the type of beverage

served, payment method used, and a variety of other information. Co�ee maker identi�ers were veri�ed against

public product descriptions and speci�cation information. The database also included identi�able information

such as the location, name and registered owner of the machine. Other identi�able information was included

potentially due to convenience conventions or factors, such as through the machine's name denoting the

1 White label goods refers to products produced by one company that are rebranded by other companies to appear as if they
had produced them.
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organization name or the location of the machine. It is unclear whether this information was input by the

customer to manage their machines, by the distributor or manufacturer to assist in remote diagnostics of

malfunctions. Though all reviewed data comes from China based machines, this company is known to sell

models widely throughout the United States, Europe, and other non-Chinese markets primarily through third

party distributors.  We found no evidence the company arranged for non-Chinese servers to host data to meet

European GDPR regulations though they sell co�ee makers that would utilize these smart functions and data

storage needs. Consequently, while we cannot say this company is collecting data on non-Chinese users, all

evidence indicates their machines can and do collect data on users outside of Mainland China and store the data

in China. The data is collected at the point of operation from software embedded in the co�ee maker.

The Analysis

Co�ee machine data may seem rather mundane, but as with many aspects of data, risks exist in how the data is

used. The data collected can be broken up into a couple of general categories. First, product information. This

data consists of records about the beverage such as drink type, ingredients, or preferred strength. Latte strength

is unlikely to be considered sensitive or national security information in almost any reasonable format.

Additional data collected however begins to move into more sensitive data. Second, payment data. While home

use automated machines will not collect payment data, payment data can undoubtedly be considered sensitive

information especially in a commercial setting. From payment type to routing information, payment details can

and should be considered sensitive information.2 Third, key customer information such as time and location

data.  This type of data provides key insight into usage type and physical location, though generally less speci�c

than detailed GPS coordinates but potentially more valuable. If all information was compliled it would allow

information on the name of the user, relative location, and usage patterns. The data we have lists distributor and

physical location including �oor location with known Chinese �rms. Though we do not see current capability

integrated into these models, many machines of this generation and quality from China integrate voice

recognition allowing users to direct the machine and the machine to recognize a user's voice commands.  We

would anticipate this would raise an additional signi�cant layer of security concerns if Chinese �rms collected

voice data from non-Chinese users.

The data allows us to draw conclusions about the scale and scope of data privacy risks from IOT devices,

2 Multiple presidential administrations, both Democrat and Republican, have taken steps to ensure that US payment data
does not fall under the control of adversarial states including China.
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regardless of the manufacturer’s country of origin. Firstly, this case provides evidence as to the scale of the data

privacy issues as more IOT devices are adopted by consumers and businesses. IOT devices are widely known to

su�er from widespread security shortcomings that are not generally covered by security patches. Additionally,

most consumers do not think about what type of data their machines produce or where their data is stored, even

if it would be subject to European GDPR provisions. Secondly, a lack of information between customers and

IOT manufacturers regarding data storage, transmission and processing pose signi�cant security risks as it is

unclear where data will be transmitted or used in what ways. In Europe, even though user data is supposed to

remain stored in Europe, many companies transmit and store user data to third countries, in this case China.

Thirdly, convenience factors stemming from human nature such as customers naming devices by their

organization name or location can inadvertently reveal identi�able and potentially sensitive information that can

be risky in the hands of an adversarial state. The presence of an internet connection to the machines and

information on address, customer identi�cation and organization name provides the ability to locate co�ee

machines with high degrees of precision. This security risk is compounded by the lack of clarity regarding data

privacy, storage and processing.

Conclusion

As the proliferation of IOT devices by consumers and businesses continues, the scope of data privacy concerns

expands. The data obtained by New Kite Data Labs, and the case presented here illustrates how even mundane

IOT device generated data and collected by a private �rm can pose privacy concerns regardless of a product

manufacturer country of origin. The source of these data privacy risks stem from a combination of customer

convenience revealing potentially sensitive information and the manufacturer collection and transmission of

data. The risks from these activities are compounded if data protection safeguards between customers and

manufacturers are unclear or not followed, revealing a risky vulnerability in the hands of an adversarial state.
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